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QUESTION 1. [10 marks]

PART (A) [3 marks]

Describe three methods used by computing hardware to record the numbers 2 and 3 before the use of electricity.

PART (B) [2 marks]

Choose one of the methods from the previous question, and explain how it could be used to add the numbers 2 and 3.
PART (c) [5 marks]

What factors determined that modern computers emerged in the era 1930–1970, rather than a century earlier, in the era 1830–1870?
QUESTION 2. [10 marks]

State five ways in which networked computers have the potential to reduce privacy. For each of them explain why you do, or do not, care about these privacy threats.
QUESTION 3. [6 marks]

State three ways in which recent changes to copyright law may affect your daily life. Explain how you expect to respond, or not, to the changes, and why.
QUESTION 4. [10 marks]

Describe some of the reasons operating systems were added to computers. Give examples of computer applications that do not require an operating system, and explain why.
Question 5. [10 marks]

What arguments are there that suggest that computers will, eventually, reduce the length of the working day? What arguments are there that suggest the opposite? Which do you believe, and why?
QUESTION 6. [10 marks]

Write, describe, or draw the value produced by each compound expression below. For part marks you should be sure to indicate what the sub-expressions produce. The invigilating TA or instructor will answer questions about individual DrRacket functions, but not about combinations. Assume that the expression

(require picturing-programs)

...is at the beginning of the expressions.

PART (A) [2 marks]

(and (or (not (< 3 5)) (equal? "word" "word"))
     (and (< (+ 3 5) (* 2 6)) (> (quotient 7 3) (remainder 7 3))))

PART (B) [2 marks]

(substring (string-append "hello " "there")
     (quotient (string-length "finger") 2)
     (string-length "thumb"))

PART (C) [2 marks]

(* (/ 12 5) (+ (- 7 4) (sqr (+ 1 1))))

PART (D) [2 marks]

(above
     pic:hacker
     (beside (scale 2 pic:calendar) (rotate 45 pic:hacker)))

PART (E) [2 marks]

(list-ref (map string-length (list "one" "two" "three" "four" "five")) 3)
QUESTION 7. [10 MARKS]

Read the following DrRacket expressions, and explain what each one does once the code is run.

```
(require picturing-programs)

(define-struct size-pair (s1 s2))

(define (update-pair p)
  (make-size-pair
   (+ 1/100 (size-pair-s2 p))
   (+ 1/100 (size-pair-s1 p))))

(define (show-pair p)
  (beside (square (size-pair-s1 p) "solid" "green")
           (circle (size-pair-s2 p) "solid" "red")))

(big-bang (make-size-pair 20 10)
  (on-tick update-pair 1/2)
  (to-draw show-pair))
```
QUESTION 8. [10 MARKS]

Read over the definition of (pow x y), and carefully explain how each part of it works. Explain, step-by-step, what happens when (pow 5 2) is run. Write check-expect statements for each of (pow 4 2) and (pow 4 1).

The function zero? produces true if the value is zero, false otherwise. The function equal? produces true if the values are equal, false otherwise. The function sqr produces the value times itself. The function quotient produces the integer quotient of the first value divided by the second. The function remainder produces the remainder after the first value is divided by the second.

; pow : number number -> number
(define (pow x y)
  (cond
   [(zero? y) 1]
   [(equal? 1 y) x]
   [else
    (* (sqr (pow x (quotient y 2))) (pow x (remainder y 2)))]))
QUESTION 9. [10 marks]

Read over the definition of (burst n), and carefully explain how each part of it works. Explain, step-by-step, what happens when (burst 1) is run. Describe, or draw, the result of running (burst 2).

(square 3 "solid" "red") produces a solid red square of width 3.

; burst : number -> image
(define (burst n)
  (cond
   [(zero? n) (square 5 "solid" "green")]
   [else
    (above
     (burst (sub1 n))
     (beside (burst (sub1 n)) (burst (sub1 n))))])))
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